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A. ability to search for e-mail addresses
B. ability to send data to an SMTP server
C. central management of multiple MFPs
D. smart compression of images

Answer: B

QUESTION: 52
How does authentication on the MFP device work?

A. After login, the MFP checks the user's name and address via email to the local police
station.
B. The user needs to supply a predefined user name and the correct device password. After
logging on. the MFP registers the user at the SMPT server.
C. The MFP verifies the user's credentials first, using the selected authentication method. Then,
an attempt is made to find the user's e-mail address in the database of an LDAP server.
D. The user needs to supply valid credentials, such as user name and password. After logging
on, the MFP sends an email to the administrator, who authenticates the user by pressing
"confirm," written in the authentication e-mail.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 53
Which statement is true about Digital Filing?

A. Digital Filing can be purchased as an option to all Business Inkjets.
B. Digital Filing allows customers to integrate their Business Inkjets into their DMS.
C. Digital Filing allows customers to easily send paper documents digitally to their clients.
D. Digital Filing can be controlled centrally by the use of HP Digital Sending Software

Answer: C

QUESTION: 54
Why do printers with HP PCL3GUI technology produce less network traffic than conventional
inkjet printers?
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A. PCL3GUI compresses the data before transmitting to the printer.
B. PCL3GUI printers generate the same amount of network traffic as any other printer.
C. PCL3GUI printers use PCL 6.
D. PCL3GUI printers only transmit vectorized information.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 55
Which kind of data is transmitted to an HP PCL3GUI color printer?

A. raw RGB data
B. PCL5c commands
C. compressed RGB data
D. CMYK data

Answer: A
Explanation:
http://www.verypdf.com/wordpress/201107/what-is-pcl3gui-format-1195.html

QUESTION: 56
What are advantages offered by HP FutureSmart Firmware? (Select two.)

A. compatibility to other vendors
B. investment protection
C. consistent user interface across different HP systems
D. higher print speeds

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 57
Which statements are true about OXP? (Select two.)

A. OXP uses the SNMP protocol to transfer data
B. OXP is easy to manage as it is controlled and administrated centrally,
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C. OXP satisfies industry-specific needs for lower toner consumption.
D. OXP apps are very fast because processing is moved to servers or into the cloud
E. OXP meets IEEE 2601 security requirements for data encryption.

Answer: B, ?

QUESTION: 58
What is the firmware of a printer often described as?

A. the stomach
B. the brain
C. the eyes and ears
D. the central processing unit

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
Which marketing terms does HP use when naming devices?

A. Pro and Enterprise
B. User and Admin
C. ColorMFP and MonoMFP
D. Desktop and Freestanding

Answer: A
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